News Release
File Call Reports Easier with New SmartCall Software
HUTCHINSON, KAN., July 22, 2010 – DCI, a provider of full-service bank technology and
processing solutions to the financial industry, is pleased to announce our partnership with
FedReporter Inc. to bring you SmartCall, a new automated and economical solution to make
your call reporting faster and easier than ever.
An immediate benefit of SmartCall is the SmartWindow technology and design that intelligently
presents only those call report details that your bank needs to complete. You no longer have
to scroll through endless blank forms to find the areas that apply to you. SmartCall also conveniently displays the prior quarterly values while you complete your report so you don’t have to
manually refer back and forth between different screens or reports.
FedReporter President Phil Templer says: “We are very excited to be working with DCI, and
share their commitment to bring DCI bankers the best customer experience with better software,
better service and better value.”
SmartCall integrates closely with iCore360® using the latest technology and design for an easy
transition from manual preparation to automated report generation. By automatically downloading
your call report data from iCore360°, SmartCall greatly simplifies the process to save time and
reduce errors with more visibility, control and audit trails, which examiners prefer. FedReporter
will also handle all necessary setup and conversion from your current solution.
“We are proud to present FedReporter to our clients,” says John Jones, DCI president and CEO.
“They are renowned & trusted FFIEC experts with the most advanced call reporting software
and support available – a perfect fit for DCI and iCore360°.”
Other exclusive SmartCall features include bank performance and peer group reports as well as
SmartRCR that automatically calculates the complicated RCR (Risk based Capital) schedule.
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We encourage you to take advantage of this opportunity to automate cumbersome, detailed and
time-consuming call reporting. You can learn more about SmartCall during one of our upcoming
webcast presentations.
Webcast Schedule:
• Tuesday, July 27 • 10 a.m. and 1 p.m. CST
• Thursday, July 29 • 10 a.m. and 1 p.m. CST
For more information on SmartCall, or to register for a webcast, contact a DCI Customer
Relationship Manager, 620.694.6800.

About Fed Reporter, Inc.

Fed Reporter, Inc., a privately held company based in Agoura Hills California, produces and markets best of breed Compliance
and Regulatory Reporting software including their advanced flagship SmartCall Call report software. The Fed Reporter team
offers over 120 years of cumulative regulatory reporting software experience.

About DCI

Founded by bankers in 1963, Hutchinson, Kan.-based DCI is a privately-held provider of full-service bank technology and
processing solutions to the financial industry nationwide. DCI’s flagship product, iCore360 ®, is a native ASP.NET Web-based core
processing system for complete bank management, built around a single relational source of account information, transaction
integration and automation. Key features include integrated imaging, Internet/mobile/online banking, ATM/card processing, teller
automation, compliance, fraud prevention, IT management, networking and data security.
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